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Executive Summary

This study includes an analysis of the feasibility of

unreported production of plutonium-239 in VVER-440 reactors.

1. Unreported Production in the Core

For VVER-440 reactor 36 . natural uranium oxide fuel

assemblies in the peripheral region of the core need to be

ioaaed to produce 8 kg of extra plutonium in one cycle.

Substituting the peripheral fuel assemblies with

natural uranium oxide fuel assemblies the chanqes in the

power peaking are negligible and do not affect reactor

safety.Unreported production outside the core is not

practical due to physical and mechanical constraints, low

fiux level and et;.

2. Diversion and Inspection considerations

The feasibility of unreported removal of irradiated

material in spent fuel cask has been also assessed.After

•about a month"s cooling time stili within the of a refueling

period the irradiated natural uranium fuel assemblies could

be removed off-site without significant health hazard to the

workers.

To improve the effectiveness of the safeguards

objectives. additional inspection activities for the

verification of the absence of unreported production are

suggested.
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1. Introduction.

The Kozioduy nuclear power reactors are Soviet designed

and made PWk•s. called VVER-44G and VVER-1000. There are

four units of VVER-440 and one VVER-1000 put into operation

ana one unit VVER-1000 under construction. This report

covers only the research over detection of the possible use

or VVER-440 for unreported production of plutonium.
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2. VVER-440 Reactor description.

All VVER-44U reactors built in Kozloduy are identical

and nave six loops. isolation valves on each loop,

horizontal steam generators, rack and pinion type control

roa drives. use hexagonal fuel assemblies containing 126

ruei rods and each reactor uses two 220 MW steam turbines.

The Kozloduy VVER-440 reactors are model V2 30 and rely

on local area compartmenta1isation alone to prevents the

reiease of fission products. The pressure vessel interior of

units one and two are not clad while units three and four

pressure vessels are clad with stainless steel. The Kozloduy

VVER-440 use low inertia canned motor circulating pumps.

There is a protective cap over the control rod drives. That

cap provides shielding and protection to the control rod

devices, but do not provide containment or serve as

localization volume. One of the problems, arisen during the

reactor operation is the reactor pressure vessel material

embrittlement. An effect of neutron irradiation of steel is

to increase the temperature at which the metal loses

ductility. This temperature should be kept below the

operating temperature by a sufficient margin to prevent the

possibility that the lack of ductility will allow the vessel

to fai1.

The relatively small diameter of the reactor pressure

vessel does not allow the use of some material to reduce the

neutron flux at the reactor vessel wall. As a result,

embrittlement is a concern in both the weld metal and base

metal. To resolve this problem concerning unit l-s-3 the

management of Kozloduy NPS took a decision to put 36 dummy

assemblies in the outer row of the reactor core using them

as special shield assemblies. This change is expected to

reduce the flux at the reactor vessel wall by an estimated

factor of three.

In March 1977 a big earthguake affected the Kozloduy

Nuclear Power Station. Until that time the design did not

include any provision for earthguakes. That earthguake
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caused, the steam generators at Kozloduy NPS that operated

through that earthquake to move 12 centimeters. Following

this eartnquake devices that would shut down in case of an

earthquake were added to units 1+4 at Kozloduy site. Changes

were made to equipment supports and seismic shock absorbers

were added to all four units.

2.1 VVER-440 Basic Design Characteristics

Thermal capacity

Electric capacity

Efficiency

Primary coolant system pressure

Inlet coolant temperature

Outlet coolant temperature

Coolant flow rate trough reactors

Pressure before turbine

temperature before turbine

Reactor,, yesseJL

Vessel height

Diameter

Weight

Thickness of cylindrical part

Thickness in nozzle zone

Nozzle diameter

Number of inlet and outlet nozzles

Core

Height of active core

Equivalent diameter

Number of fuel assemblies

Configuration of assemblies

Size across flats

Fuel assembly spacing in core

Number of control rod assemblies

1375 MW(t)

440 MW(e)

31.8 %

126 ata

265'C

298°C

42000 m-'/h

45 ata

256"C

11.8 meters

4.27 meters

201 tones

140 mm

200 mm

0.5 meters

2x6

2.5 meters

2.88 meters

349

hexagonal

144 mm

147 mm

37
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Number of fuel elements in assembly

Diameter of fuel element

Area of heat transfer surface

Mean specific heat flux

Height of fuel assembly

Average core power density

Average power density in fuel

Core loading

Fuel enrichment

Amount of core changed annually

Average full power hours between

refuel ing

Average burnup

Maximum burnup

Reactivity control

F.u e 1... rods

Outer diameter

Cladding thickness

Length

Active length

Linear power

Peak linear power

Cladding material

Uranium weight

Fill gas

Fuel...pel lets

Outer diameter

Inner diameter

Density

Material

Uranium-235 enrichment

Configuration

Refueling scheme and schedule

126

9.1 mm

3150 m~

380 kW/m'-!

3.21 meters

83 kW/1

33 kW/kg U-.,™

42 t U-or5»;

2.4*3.6% Una

1/3

7000

28600 MW day/t

42000 MW day/t

Boric Acid

9.1 mm

0.65 mm

2.572 meters

2.42 meters

12.7 kW/meter

32.5 kW/meter

Zr-l%Nb

• 0.92-0.99 kg

Helium

7.55 mm

1.4*1.6 mm

10.4 g/cnr

UOs*

2.4 and 3.6%

Annular

Mix of 2.4 and

3.6%-l/3 core/y
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fuel assemblies

Number of fuel rod locations 126

Hollow central tube locations 1

Total rod locations/assembly 127

Fixed assembly length 3.200 meters

Movable assembly length 5.7 meters

Can configuration Hexagonal

Can construction Perforated

Can across flats 144 mm

Can thickness 2.1 mm

Can material Zr-2.5%Nb

Fixed assembly weight. 220 kg

Movable assembly weight 300 kg

Uranium weight Variable

Rod configuration Triangular

Rod pitch 12.2 mm

Fuel assemblies

There are 313 fuel assemblies in the cores of units 1+3

and 349 fuel assemblies in the core of unit 4 at Kozloduy

NPS. and 37 of these are movable control assemblies. The

bottom portion of the movable assembly contains fuel and is

in tandem with the upper portion containing absorber

material. Each fuel assembly contains 126 fuel rods.

The fixed fuel assembly (so called working fuel

assembly) is shown in figure 1. It consists of a hexagonal

fuel bundle with spacer grids; a hexagonal fuel assembly

shroud keeps the flow of coolant inside the fuel assembly

and holds all parts of the fuel assembly into an integral

unit. The control assembly is a combination of a fuel

assembly and an absorbing extension. The construction of the

fuel section is like that of a fixed fuel assembly. Figure 2

shows the fuel rod for VVER-440. Figure 3 shows the VVER-440

fuel assembly cross section.

2.2. Fuel Handling, Storage and Transportation.

The usual fuel management plan for Kozloduy VVER-440

calls for an annual discharge of approximately one third of
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the core. Figure 4 is a schematic of the operations

conducted during refueling. The reactor vessel top head is

removed, the water level is increased in the storage pool

and in the same time the barrier between the spent fuel pool

and the transfer canal is removed. Fuel assemblies are

removed from the core and transferred to the storage pool

underwater via the transfer canal. After approximately three

years cooling time, the fuel is transferred to either away-

from-reactor storage or USSR for reprocessing.

A refueling machine remove the fuel from the core and

moves it to the storage pool. Figure 5 shows the refueling

machine. The machine consists of two major components - a

frame bridge that moves on rails above the reactor core and

the storage pool and a cart that moves perpendicular to the

direction of the frame. The moving cart carries the

mechanisms necessary to take the fuel assembly from the core

and a television camera to view the underwater operations.

The refueling machine is also used to put fresh fuel into

the reactor core. There are two racks in each spent fuel

pool. Lower level rack can hold 364 assemblies and the upper

level rack 354.

Spent fuel is shipped away by cask using a special

ship. The capacity of one cask is 30 fuel assemblies.

Away From Reactor Storage Facility is now under

construction that provides 10-year storage for all four

VVER-440 units.

ortrro OH
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the refueling operaxions.

1 - reactor presure vessel
2 - refueling machine
3 - rack for spent fuel
4 - receiving contayner
5 - transport corridor
6 - transport cask
7 - reactor building
8 - spent fuel storage pool

(I-reloading of spent fuel from reactor to
storage pool and II-reloading of "cooled"
spent fuel to transport container);

9 - level of water during refueling
10 - spent fuel assembly
11 - level of water during storage

page 26
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Fig. 5. Refueling machine for Kozloduy VVER—440
reactor

1 - TV camera
2 - frame
3 - working shaft
4 - transport pulley
5 - changeable gripper mechanism

( units in millimeters )
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3.Diversion Scenarios

It is possible to place undeclared natural uranium in

the next piaces in the core and areas surrounding the core:

3.1.Central tube of fuel assemblies.

A natural uranium oxide rod can be placed in the

central tube of a fuel assembly. The fuel volume of such rod

is 109 cubic cm thus the quantity of natural uranium oxide

in it is 1090 grams. Such undeclared natural uranium oxide

rods can be easily introduced into the central fuel assembly

tube. It can be done only until the moment of loading the

tresh fuel assemblies into the reactor core. So we can

introduce into the reactor core such modified fuel

assemblies during the refuelling period. Usually in VVER-44C

is reloaded one third of the reactor core so we can

introduce about 100 natural uranium oxide fuel rods in the

core.

After the replacement modified assemblies with

undeclared natural uranium are loaded into the core at

selected locations, they will be irradiated for a fuel cycle

with normal fuel assemblies. At the next refueling period,

the irradiated natural uranium oxide rods would be removed

with fuel assemblies to be discharged. Removal of these rods

directly from the reactor refueling pool would be difficult

since the radioactivity of the irradiated fuel rods would

remain too high during the reloading period. Thus the fuel

rods have to be transferred to the spent fuel pool together

with a discharged fuel assembly and stored for a period of

time before shipment.

To remove irradiated natural uranium rods after a short

storage time, special shielding containers could be used.All

the equipment used to remove such rods during the refueling

period should be made into shapes similar to normal reactor

power components or tools to disguise the diversion.Another

way of removing the extra rods is to use the spent fuel

casks for that purpose. The Agency normally does not require

sailing of a spent fuel cask when it is full. We could
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remove the extra rods from the cask somewhere off-site to

evade surveillance.

3.2. Peripheral dummy fuel assemblies locations.

At units 1.2 and 3 of Kozloduy NPS are used dummy fuel

assemblies to protect reactor vessel steel against neutron

flux.Tnev are loaded in locations 19. 41. 47, 52, 56,

59,(see Figure 8 and 9) and they are made into shapes

similar to the working fuel assemblies. We could substitute

them with natural uranium oxide fuel assemblies during the

refueling period and after one cycle of irradiation m the

core with normal fuel assemblies we can remove them from the

reactor core during the next refueling period and discharge

into the spent-fuel pool.

After a certain period of cooling time we can ship off-

site the natural uranium oxide fuel assemblies using a spent

fuel cask and remove them from the cask somewhere off-site

to evade surveillance.

On Figure 6. are shown the fuel transportation routes,

namely, the transport corridor - fresh fuel storage —

universal nest- reactor core- spent fuel pool - universal

nest - mounting place — transport corridor.We have to

mention that all these routes are under Agency surveillance

by cameras

3.3 Potential for Unreported Production Out of the

Core.

Figure 7. shows top view of VVER-440 reactor core.

There are six channels in the base metal of the core barrel

for detectors to measure the neutron flux during the

refueling period in order to prevent a self-sustaining

reaction.
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ioffcrfc r.sutror flux detector

"lg.7, VVFR-440 reoc-tor core - top view

Working fuel asse^buer - 312
Contr-oi. fygl. assemblies - 37
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forking fuel
Measurement n»u*i~or flux

Modified v'VER-440 r e a c t o r core - top view

Working fuel asset-buss - £76
Control fuel assemblies - 37
Dummy fuel assemblies - 36

<C> Drowsd by W
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The diameter of the hole is 80 mm an we can introduce a

fertile material there for unreported production of

Plutonium in quantity of 100 kg in each channel. Since there

is no any coolant flow through these channel and a

relatively iow neutron flux and there is no any possibility

to be done modifications we did not consider such scenarios

for unreported production of plutonium.
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4. Feasibility of unreported production of plutonium.

4.1. Modified fuel assembly calculations.

The feasibility of unreported. production of plutonium

in the VVER-440 reactor core was evaluated by generating

nuclear data for fixed assembly that had been modified to

include natural uranium rod in the central tube of the

assembly. The construction of the VVER-440 fixed assembly

does not allow fixing an additional fuel rod in it except in

the central tube. We consider a modified working VVER-440

assembly with U235 enrichment 3.6% where a natural uranium

rod has been put in the central tube, containing peliets of

natural uranium oxide, i.e. the enrichment is 0.72% by U235.

The calculations for this study utilized computer

spectrum code WIMS-D4 option CLUSTER. A burn-up has been

simulated during 300 tull power days at normal parameters of

the reactor core for both normal and modified fuel

assemblies. The parameters are:

power density in fuel

average coolant temperature

fuel temperature

coolant density

UO-.s density

boron concentration

33 MW/t

280°C

583°C

0.760093 g/cm-

10.02344 g/cm:i

0.55 g/kg

A normal fuel assembly consists of 126 fuel rods while

a modified fuel assembly consists of 127 fuel rods, one of

them with enrichment 0.729s. The fuel volume in a fuel rod is

109.08597 cm-- where:

V = Hxirx (Ra a - R o - )

V - fuel volume

H = 250 cm - reactor core height

R0= 0.07 cm - radius of pellets central hole

Rl= 0.3792 cm - outer radius of the fuel pellet.
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The average burn-up of the fuel assembly after 300 full

oower days is 9.90 MWd/kgU. In the volume of one fuel rod of

a normal fuel assembly with enrichment 3.6% by U-235 is

built-up 3.733 grams of Pu-239. In the volume of one fuel

rod of natural uranium oxide put in the central tube of a

modified fuel assembly after 300 full power days is built-up

3.9088 grams of plutonium-239.

The table below shows the calculated Kco coefficient for

both normal and modified VVER-440 fuel assemblies. The data

are almost equal so it would be difficult a modified fuel

assembly to be detected.

VVER-440 fuel ass. VVER-440 .modified fuel ass.

T Koo K«>

0.0
10.0
20.0
40.0
60.0
90.0

120.0
165.0
210.0
270.0

1.284350
1.237062
1.232488
1.225633
1.216759
1.207793
1.196430
1.179246
1.162535
1.141219

1.281763
1.234516
1.229951
1.223087
1.216186
1.205173
1.193762
1.176517
1.159759
1.138444

If 100 modified fuel assemblies, i.e. approx. one third

of the core, are put into the reactor core thus the quantity

of Pu-239 built up in their central modified fuel rods would

be about 390 grams after 300 full power days of reactor

operation. The quantity of Pu-239 built-up in one normal

fuel assembly containing 126 fuel rods after 300 full power

days of reactor operation is 470.358 grams, i.e. in 100 fuel

assemblies it would be about 47 kg which is under IAEA

surveallance.

From the above mentioned research one can conclude that

the fixed fuel assembly of VVER-440 does not allow

production of clandestine significant quantity of plutonium

within the core in approximately one year of full-power

reactor operation.
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4.2. Assembly Core Calculations

The assembly core calculations performed to evaluate

the potential tor producing clandestinely a significant

quantity of Plutonium 239 within the core in approximately

one year (one cycle) of full-power operation were done by

dr. Petko Petkow. Nuclear Research Institute of Bulgarian

Science Academy in Sofia and Iskra Stoyanova from Reactor

Physics Department, Kozloduy NPS.

It is supposed that in 36 peripheral core locations we

can load 36 VVER-440 fuel assemblies of natural uranium

oxide. The fuel depletion was simulated by computer code

LEOPARD [1] at full power, boron concentration - 0.5 g/kg,

coolant temperature - 280°C, taking into account Xe-135 and

Sm-149 poison levels.

By means of a modified version of LEOPARD [2,3]

computer code and respective interface codes was generated

approximation library of VVER-440 coefficients fuel

assemblies with natural uranium oxide describing the fuel

assemblies nuclear properties versus burn-up, coolant

density. boron concentration and Xe-135, Sm-149 poison

levels. The received data were added to the existing

approximation coefficients library of project fuel

enrichment [4].

A series of SPPS—1 code [5,6,7] calculations were

performed:

1. Core calculations in the case when in positions 19,

41, 47, 52, 56, 59 (see fig. 9.) are loaded natural uranium

fuel assemblies, altogether 36 in the whole core.

2. The calculated production of Plutomum-239 in the

natural uranium oxide peripheral fuel assemblies take into

account the values of reached burnups (as shown on fig. 10.)

are:
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ID/59
0.308
2.58

iA/57 3A/58
1.007 0.524
10.12 32.24

1A/53 1A/54 1A/55 ID/56
1.261 1.113 0.806 0.275
12.99 11.37 7.86 2.24

3A/48 1A/49 2B/50 3A/51 ID/52
1.062 1.284 0.888 0.696 0.327
35.65 13.37 23.27 34.15 2.68

2A/42 3A/43 1A/44 1A/45 1A/46 ID/47
1.250 1.064 1.283 1.186 0.949 0.328
20.57 34.35 13.48 12.33 9.45 2.69

2A/35 3A/36 3A/37 2A/38 1A/39 3A/40 ID/41
1.240 1.082 1.025 1.154 1.190 0.700 0.277
22.92 33.44 36.46 24.73 12.39 34.29 2.27

2A/28 2A/29 IB/30 3A/31 1A/32 2B/33 1A/34
1.186 1.207 1.149 1.022 1.287 0.920 0.813
26.79 24.36 11.99 36.85 13.56 20.72 7.97

3A/20 2A/21 2A/22 3A/23 3A/24 1A/25 1A/26 3A/27
1.093 1.16b 1.207 1.085 1.064 1.289 1.119 0.527
33.28 26.93 24.37 33.23 34.46 13.47 11.48 32.25

2A/11 3A/12 2A/13 2A/14 2A/15 3A/.16 1A/17 1A/18 ID/19
1.184 1.095 1.186 1.241 1.251 1.064 1.264 1.009 0.308
25.14 33.15 26.79 22.93 20.58 35.59 13.04 10.16 2.59

IB/01 2A/02 2A/03 IB/04 2A/05 2A/06 IB/07 3A/08 1A/09 3B/10
12 1.241 1.193 1.167 1.179 1.200 1.234 1.212 1.035 1.175 0.550

1 0 . 2 8 2 6 . 7 4 2 6 . 8 7 1 2 . 3 6 2 7 . 2 3 2 5 . 1 6 1 0 . 1 7 3 6 . 5 9 1 1 . 9 9 2 7 . 6 0

Fig.10. VVER-440 modified reactor core (60" symetry)

Legend:

Initial Enrichment

A - 3.6%

B - 2.4%

C - 1.6%

D - natural

Iiumbe_r_...of._.._CYCJLes
\ i"ni£i.ai....enric.line..nt
IB/01 C o e f i c i e n t of radial
1.241 J _eower ̂ distribution
10.28

\...JBurnr:up..._IMWd/Js.gJ..
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Position (60° symmetry)

19

41

47

52

56

Pu-239 [grams]

244.6

225.6

250.5

250.5

225.6

5y 244.6

The quantity of Pu-239 built-up in all 36 peripheral

fuei assemblies with natural uranium oxide after one cycle

is 8.648 kg.

4.3 Summary of calculation Results

Reactor-physics aspects of the feasibility of using

VVER-440 reactors for the clandestine production of

Plutonium has been assessed.Locations both inside and around

the core have been consider for the placement of.natural

uranium oxide rods and assemblies within which the

clandestine plutonium would be bred and will be briefly

summarized below.

The results obtained suggest that 8 kg of plutonium can

be clandestinely produced in one cycle with 36 natural

uranium oxide fuel assemblies placed in locations 19, 41,

47. 52, 56, 59 (see Figure 9) substituting, for example,

previously loaded there dummy assemblies.

These natural uranium fuel assemblies can be introduced

into the reactor core during refueling period using the

usual pwer reactor equipment.

Calculated power distributions for the modified

core(see Figure 10)shows that the results are compatible

with the technical specifications of the normal reactor

core.Thus there is possibility of unreported production of

plutonium in VVER-440 reactor core.
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5.Conclusions

This study shows, that 8 kg unreported plutonium might

be produced in VVER-440 reactor core.

Natural uranium could be placed into the core during

the refueling period as fuel assemblies as described in

chapter three.

The effects of the extra fuel on operating

characteristics of the reactor would be negligible and for

the Agency would be difficult to monitor these changes.

The only way undeclared plutonium to be removed is

using spent fuel casks.

In order to prevent undeclared production of plutonium

the Agency should improve the current safeguards

verification procedures for spent fuel pools. For example,

now the verification of spent pool sometimes is being done a

few months after refueling due to different reasons. During

those few months a diverter can ship the natural uranium

fuel assemblies off-site using spent fuel casks.

Additionally, C/S measures should be made more reliable to

confirm that the core inventory is not changed after core

inventory verification and before the reactor vessel is

sealed.


